After Washington DC, Brussels, Stockholm and Trieste, the Global Forum 2014 is taking place on November Monday 17th & Tuesday 18th in Geneva, Switzerland at the CICG - International Conference Center of Geneva.

This 23rd edition benefits of the support of the State Chancellery of Geneva as well as international entities such as ITU, ETSI …

The Global Forum/Shaping the Future is an independent, international, high profile, thought-provoking non-for-profit think-tank dedicated to Business and Policy issues affecting the successful evolution of the Digital Society.

It brings each year in a different city around the world more than 300 key policy-makers and public/private stakeholders from more than 30 countries from all continents.

The Global Forum is a platform for debates, networking, cooperation and creation of innovative projects gathering key actors of the Digital Society.

The Global Forum 2014 will treat the current hot topics: Innovation, Connected Health, security & privacy, infrastructures, IPR, Smart Cities/Living Labs, Data Power & Internet of Things …

The Global Forum 2014 gathers key actors and decision-makers from various domains which confront their visions and exchange ideas on the Digital Society & its role in order to ensure a global sustainable growth.

Global Forum/Shaping the Future is one of the most important summits in the world for ICT; it has often been referred as the “Davos for ICT” in various countries where it took place.

One of the main strong points of the Global Forum is to manage to compress an important agenda with each session gathering some of the world’s top experts. Adding to the intellectual stimulus, each edition of the Global Forum is enriched by cultural events surrounding the think-tank.

Please do not hesitate to visit the website: http://globalforum.items-int.com/

For more information or element, please contact: Global Forum/Shaping the Future stoporkoff@items-int.eu; slevy@items-int.eu; +33 1 4642 4876.